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	 Letters to the Editor

n Informing the Misinformed

Dear Madam (and Sirs)—

	

Recently I received a letter “From Dartmouth Students

to Alumni.” The letter was paid for by “Dartmouth Undying.” I question whether current students are capable of

forming an enlightened, historic viewpoint on what is going

on among alumni groups. Following is a comment I made

on the letter to another entity:

	

I just received a letter “From Dartmouth Students to

Alumni.” Without going into the origins or sponsorship of

the letter, I am concerned about the reference to the current lawsuit.

	

“We are united against the lawsuit because it prevents

an open and balanced community-wide dialogue. It limits

that dialogue to a set of legal terms and boundaries that

inaccurately [my italics] reflects the complexities of Dartmouth’s continued educational excellence [the sentence is

a non-sequitur]. It serves as a public misrepresentation of

the Dartmouth community and the nature of the divisions

within it.”

	 I assume, without knowing, that the students who signed

the letter are not attorneys. The purpose of a lawsuit is to find

an independent jurisdiction—the court system—to resolve

disputes which have not been, or cannot be, resolved through

negotiation. Some consider it the last resort in resolving a



dispute. The legal process requires each side to present,

in detail and under oath, its facts, during a full “discovery”

process that allows each side to review the merits of the

other side. Often lawsuits are settled before an actual trial

once the full argument of an opponent is disclosed.

	 My understanding, subject to correction, is that the

Administration/Trustee proponents of the change made no

significant effort to reach a solution through discussion. If

that is true, the “Students” are acting under a misconception.

There is no means of refuting, or even contacting, those who

initiated the letter. If you know of a means to challenge

what I must assume are the well-intentioned students who

signed the letter, I suggest it be done. -John Palmer, ‘56

(Georgetown Law, ‘64)

—John Palmer, ‘56



n Showing Blatant Disrespect Since 1769

Dear Madam (and Sirs)—

	

I followed a link to your website to read an article.

But I was most shocked to see your school still using [sic]

a Native American as a mascot. I thought everyone knew

better than that by now. My young children are part Native American. What am I supposed to teach them about



valuing their heritage when a supposedly vaulted institution

of higher learning shows such blatant disrespect?

	

Shame on you.

—Bev Martin



n Living with Student Evaluations

Dear Madam (and Sirs)—



	

Regarding your article, “Venkatesan to Sue the College”

by Tyler R. Brace (Monday, May 5, 2008) and the excerpt,

“From the beginning Cormen told them, ‘You have to

remember that this is a professor of Dartmouth who has a

teaching license. They can do what they want with the class.

That’s the power invested in them.’”

	

As a college professor myself, I know of no “license” or

certificate required to be a college lecturer/professor.

	

Get hired, say what you want, live with the student

evaluations. What else? (Oh yeah—PUBLISH!) If so,

all’s good. How dare students protest bad teaching! Tisk,

tisk.

—Ned Cummings ‘68



	 AskTDR: AoA versus Alumni Council

By David W. Leimbach

	

Editor’s note: Many of you may have noticed the

College’s AskDartmouth feature on Dartmouth’s homepage.

Recently, one of the submitted questions asked about the difference between the Association of Alumni and the Alumni

Council. Given the pertinence to the current lawsuit against

the College, this question is explored below in some detail.

Specifically, this article outlines the differences between

these two organizations, with an eye to determining which

one actually represents alumni.

	

In many ways, the ambiguous and confusing relationship

between Dartmouth’s Association of Alumni and Alumni

Council is old news. A bombardment of explanatory pamphlets and articles—with heavy doses of spin—flooded

forth in the fall of 2006 before the failure of the proposed

constitution, which sought to subsume the Association of

Alumni under the Alumni Council (among other things).

Emerging from the smoke and rubble of that epic battle,

however, most students and alumni remained understandably unclear about the exact difference between the Association of Alumni (AoA) and the Alumni Council.

	

The recent controversy over the trustees’ attempted

board-packing plan and the AoA’s lawsuit against it once

again thrusts the tension between the AoA and Alumni

Council into the limelight. This article will revisit the issue,

offering a brief explanation of the differences between these

two bodies, both of which claim to represent the alumni of

this great college.

	

As with all things, it is helpful to understand the history

of the issue at hand. Founded in 1854, the AoA holds annual meetings and conducts alumni trustee ballot contests.

Its membership includes “every person who has ever matriculated as a full-time student in pursuit of a Dartmouth

degree” at the undergraduate college or the graduate schools,

currently some 70,000 alumni.

	

The AoA has four officers, a president, two vice-presidents and a secretary-treasurer, who are members of an

eleven-member Executive Committee, which is chosen in

an annual alumni-wide election—this year’s election is currently being held, and voting continues until June 5, 2008.

Vote at www.voxthevote.org.

	

In contrast to the AoA, the Alumni Council, formed

in 1913, consists of 120 members “representing classes,

geographic clubs, graduate schools, affiliated groups, students, and others.” According to its constitution, the Alumni

Council intends to be the “clearing house for, and principal

spokesperson of, alumni sentiment to the administration.”

Beginning in 1913, the Alumni Council nominated an

alumnus to fill each vacancy among the alumni trustees. 	

	

Mr. Leimbach is a sophomore at the College and

Senior Editor of The Dartmouth Review



	

If dissatisfied with the Council’s options, alumni can

nominate their own trustee candidates by petition. Between

1913 and 1990, there were only seven petition trustees

nominated; so on most occasions the name of the Council’s

designee was simply forwarded directly to the Board of

Trustees as the alumni’s nominee, leaving the AoA with

virtually no responsibilities. The role and relevance of the

Association has been increasing since 1990, when the Alumni

Council and AoA constitutions were amended, requiring the

Council to nominate three candidates for each vacancy and

renewing the Association’s responsibility to run elections

for each alumni trustee vacancy.

	

Now that the proportion of alumni trustees on the

Board is being called into question, it is natural for the

roles and differences between the AoA and the Council to

be brought to light and questioned, since both groups are

involved in the alumni trustee election process. In addition,

it is especially important to keep both groups distinct as the

majority of the AoA’s Executive Committee fundamentally

endorses the lawsuit, while the Alumni Council does not

(see pages 8-9).

	

In August of 2007, the Association polled the alumni,

and ninety-two percent of respondents agreed that the Board

should maintain parity between alumni-elected trustees

and charter (appointed) trustees, as established by the 1891

Agreement and upheld ever since.

	

On October 3, 2007, following a majority vote by the

Executive Committee, the AoA filed a lawsuit on behalf of

alumni seeking to stop the board-packing plan. The lawsuit

is currently in a discovery period at the Grafton county

court. The board-packing plan reduces the proportion of

alumni-elected trustees from one-half to one-third.

	

Bill Hutchinson ‘76, president of the Association, opposed the lawsuit, deeming it “unnecessarily divisive and

unwittingly destructive.” According to Hutchinson, some

members of the Executive Committee relied on an expansive

interpretation of Article IV. 3.i. of the Association’s constitution, which states, “The Executive Committee shall…have

charge of the general interests of the Association,” to argue

that the Association’s Executive Committee is the rightful

representative of the alumni body.

	

On October 5, 2007 the Alumni Council issued a statement condemning the lawsuit, and on November 6, the

Council filed an amicus curiae brief with the Grafton county

court, authored in part by J.B. Daukas ‘84, president-elect

of the Alumni Council, in support of the College’s motion

to dismiss the suit.

	

In the brief, the Alumni Council calls the Association

a “vestigial and traditionally ceremonially body with very

limited responsibilities and powers.” The brief goes on to

claim that the “Association of Alumni’s Executive Committee lacks standing to bring suit on behalf of Dartmouth’s

alumni,” and that the members of the Alumni Council are

the principal spokespersons of Dartmouth alumni.

	

The Association countered the Alumni Council’s claims



in a response filed on December 10, 2007 with the court.

The Association observed that, unlike the Executive Committee, the Alumni Council is not directly elected by the

alumni, which raises questions about how well the Alumni

Council truly represents the opinions of Dartmouth alumni.

The Association also deems the Alumni Council’s claim

to be the principal spokesperson specious because it rests

heavily on the Alumni Council’s own constitution and mission statement, which were enacted by the Alumni Council

itself. Finally, the Association makes the argument that the

Association has standing as a party to the 1891 Agreement,

which predates the creation of the Alumni Council.

	

Hutchinson asserts, “The lawsuit does not change the

fundamental role of each group, but it certainly has created

a wedge between them.” Indeed, this wedge is painfully

manifest in exhibits two and three of the Association’s response to the amicus curiae brief, which contain a collection

of heated e-mail exchanges sent between president of the

Alumni Council Rick Silverman ‘81 and members of the

Association’s Executive Committee.

	

Though fifty-one percent of the alumni who voted opposed the new alumni constitution in 2006, there seems to

be a fairly large consensus that the current system can and

should be improved—there must be a better, streamlined

system without the inefficiency of having two separate bodies

feuding for the right to represent alumni. The Executive

Committee of the AoA is a very small, but democratically

elected, group of alumni seeking to speak on behalf of all

alumni.

	

The Alumni Council is a large sample of Dartmouth

alumni intended to represent them, and designed to speak

on their behalf. Ultimately. the Alumni Council is not directly elected by alumni. Which of these two bodies can

best reflect the will of and defend the interests of alumni?

	

Many feel that the results of the current AoA elections

will be an important gauge of the issue. The election of a

new Executive Committee opposed to the lawsuit might

suggest that the Alumni Council better reflects alumni

sentiments.

	

On the other hand, if the alumni elect leaders who

continue the lawsuit, it will seem that something is broken

with the way the Alumni Council selects its members—as

something was broken with the way the Council’s Nominating Committee was selecting its alumni-elected trustee

slate. For the past four alumni trustee elections, the Council

has nominated trustees which alumni have not voted into

office; rather, alumni put forth their own petition trustees

to counter the Council’s trustees, and each petition trustee

has won his respective election.

	

Ultimately, for the purposes of the current lawsuit, the

key difference between the AoA and the Alumni Council

is that the AoA’s Executive Committee is directly elected

by alumni and therefore directly representative of alumni,

while the Alumni Council’s is not, despite the claims of the

Council’s amicus curiae brief. 			

n
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	 Editorials

The Dartmouth We Love

By Emily Esfahani-Smith

	

It is rare, these days, to read editorials or reports with

enough heart to praise this College we’ve all come to love.

Nothing has ever been good enough for the perpetually

aggrieved and Dartmouth is no exception. The denizens

of Parkhurst are not at all happy with the alumni they’ve

been given; “marginalized” groups beat their chests in

lamentation over their, well, “marginalization”; professors

sue students…and so it goes. Such flagellants are necessarily and by definition bemused by Dartmouth, and pine

and whine for the Dartmouth they’re sure should be, must

be—change, change, change (“change” is simply “revolution” dressed down) is their mantra, which spoken directly

is a bit less zippy than it pretends to be. It’s religious, even

apocalyptic in its affected zeal. Of course, change doesn’t

have to be bad, but then there is nothing that says it needs

to be good either. It is only the fool that wants to change

a good thing, which is the case here, at Dartmouth. You’ll

need to break it to fix it.

	

And yet, a panoramic view of these Chicken Littles exposes the soft underside of our College: the very individuals

who represent our school, and should love the Dartmouth

that exists as it is are the ones who want to shake it to its

roots. Here, I am not speaking of the hoi polloi, but rather

our embedded administrators, our student leaders, and

various other vocal grumps.

	

If their protestations are felt and true, one can only

wonder why so many of these luckless souls ended up here

in the first place. Was Dartmouth their safety? Or simply

the best brand-name college they felt they could get into?

Certainly there were those that for reasons of their own

turned away from Dartmouth’s fraternal twin, Princeton,

Dartmouth’s negligent step-mom, Harvard, or Dartmouth’s

flamboyant cousin, Yale, to spend the four best years of

their lives on the green in Hanover, New Hampshire. But

why? Well that’s the key to Dartmouth—or, apropos the

moment, the Green Key.

	

Now that spring is here, we move closer to an answer.

Green Key is the apotheosis of everything many people

love about Dartmouth, and may explain the reason so many

choose to be at Dartmouth, rather than some other collegiate

brand-name.



	

Even F. Scott Fitzgerald chose to be here, if just for

a weekend. F. Scott Fitzgerald: now there was a guy who

understood Dartmouth. During another big weekend at the

College, he so immersed himself in Dartmouth culture that

he was forcibly removed from it. In his ode to youth, This

Side of Paradise, he asks what fulfills the promise of spring?

One of his characters responds: “I suppose heaven would,

if there was one…a sort of pagan heaven.” A Dartmouth

student would respond similarly, and go on to give a name

to that pagan heaven: Green Key.

	

At Dartmouth, we may be living in Arcadia, the paganGreek utopia or heaven, where the god Pan rules. Arcadia

is the Greek ideal, the pastoral paradise that perpetually

renews the promise of life. It is spring and life everlasting,

and it is therefore an impossible reality. It is not the immaterial and abstract heaven of Christianity, but the lush and

materialist playground of the pagans—youth and beauty are

at the fore. Such play defined Greek myth, and often led

to the death of the god, goddess or hero who chased after

it. The dream of eternal life is just that, after all—a dream,

for most.

	

During this time of year, Dartmouth is this dream,

always young, eternally alive, defined by play—but like all

things, the clock is ticking. We know our time this spring, at

Dartmouth, in life, will pass: that’s why we squeeze and hold

with everything we’ve got. A professor once noted how, at

Dartmouth, the Arcadian dream can come true: the pool of

young (and mostly beautiful) students constantly replenishes

itself. “The only one that ever gets old,” he remarked sadly,

“is me.”

	

And for one weekend, Arcadia does come true, the

dream is fully realized—and its hot bliss is ours. Here

we celebrate our youth through various rituals and traditions—most notably, through alcohol dumps. And for this

big weekend, slightly unique from the others, some parties

leave the fraternity basement, emerge from the night, and

open themselves up to the light of day. This is spring, after

all, and the air is balmy, and the buds are finally out, and

the birds are singing songs that only they know.

	

So unlike those who hate the Dartmouth we love,

let’s drink-up the Dartmouth that is—here’s to a happy

Green Key, here’s to our little pagan heaven, and here’s to

a Dartmouth that does not need to change. 		

n



	

In this issue, The Dartmouth Review presents readers

with a symposium of ideas about the 1891 Agreement. The

1891 Agreement is where the parity debate pivots: some

argue that the 1891 Agreement ensures that one half of

the Board will be alumni-elected, while the other half will

be appointed; others argue that the 1891 Agreement is just

another Board resolution, which can be easily overturned

according to the Board’s will.

	

Though on pages 8-9 we have opened up the conversation to allow various opinions on this matter, at the Review,

we emphatically believe that the 1891 Agreement should be

upheld. We specifically asked contributors to the symposium

the following questions: Is the 1891 Agreement contractual?

If not, should it be honored anyway?

	

We are not lawyers at The Dartmouth Review, so we

will defer to lawyers when considering whether the 1891

Agreement is contractual or not. The most highly publicized

disagreement about the 1891 Agreement’s contractual nature was between Trustee Todd Zywicki ’88 on the parity

side and Trustee emeritus Kate Stith-Cabranes ’73 on the

board-packing side. Both are lawyers. Mr. Zywicki writes

that though as a trustee he is “constrained from expressing

[his] opinion publicly as to whether the 1891 Agreement is

a ‘contract,’ Professor Stith-Cabranes manifestly has failed

to demonstrate that it is not a contract.”

	

The two disagree about whether the 1891 Agreement was in fact an agreement meant to be upheld and

honored through the years, as a contract would be—Ms.

Stith-Cabranes claims that it was merely a resolution that

“no more binds the Board in the future than did the earlier

arrangements.” Mr. Zywicki provides a compelling counter-argument to Ms. Stith-Cabranes’ claim on page 9. The

arguments Mr. Zywicki presents allow us to conclude that

the 1891 Agreement is an agreement that Dartmouth’s

trustees have a fiduciary duty to honor.

	

The question of honoring the 1891 Agreement can be



paraphrased as, “Should the Board retain an equal number of

charter (appointed) and alumni (elected) trustees?” Yes, we

believe it should. Regardless of whether the 1891 Agreement

was a contract, an agreement was certainly struck in 1891

that was followed for more than a century afterward.

	

For its entire modern history Dartmouth has valued the

ideals of active alumni governance and democracy. Indeed,

such an ideal has secured the success of the College in the

past, and saved the college in 1891 when it was about to

buckle under financial pressures. In order to secure the

alumni funding that would resuscitate the College, the

trustee Governance Committee worked a compromise out

with alumni: the Board would no longer be fully appointed,

but rather, one half of its members would be alumni-elected,

and one-half appointed. Control of Dartmouth would be

divided between alumni and Parkhurst.

	

The reason why the College wants to do away with the

1891 Agreement today is that the administration is suffering from a loss of control, as alumni choose no longer

to follow Parkhurst blindly into the future and accept its

trustee nominees. Instead, alumni nominate and vote for

their own candidates through the petition process. This is

the 1891 Agreement most vitally at work: the purpose of the

1891 Agreement was for such a time as now, allowing the

alumni to exercise control through the Board of Trustees

when they find the administration failing to do what they

as alumni think right for the College.

	

If convincing arguments for altering the proportion

of the Board exist, we have yet to hear them—least of all

from the Board, whose only reason for changing the Board’s

composition is the “politicized” and “polarizing” nature of

recent elections. But this is what democracy is about: free

and open debate, acrimonious or not. Losing the game

does not give the Board the right to change the rules of the

game—especially when those losses, in themselves, uphold

the spirit and purpose of the 1891 Agreement.	

n
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	 The Week In Review

Venkatesan’s Class Given

Pass/Fail

	

The college notified students of Priya Venkatesan’s

winter Writing 5 class that they will be given the option of

simply receiving credit or keeping their original grade for

the class. Concern over grades arose during winter term

when students found their grades to be inconsistent with

the feedback they were receiving. Furthermore, their final

grades weren’t even consistent with the inconsistent grades

that they had already received during the term.

	

For the College, arriving at a decision addressing

grades was difficult. Some students suggested they should

add about six points to their final grade, the difference

between the fall and winter term medians. This idea was

not considered by administrators. Some students felt that

students with good grades should not be allowed to keep

them, citing they most likely didn’t deserve them and just

didn’t talk in Venkatesan’s class, and therefore did not upset

her. In a meeting discussing how to handle Venkatesan’s

erratic grading, one student volunteered simply to remove

any evidence she was in the class at all, and to make up the

credit elsewhere in her D-Plan.

	

Venkatesan awarded grades in the range of A through

C, and while these letters don’t carry the threatening double

meaning of the “two t’s in Gattaca,” (See: “TDR Interview:

Priya Venkatesan, In Her Own Words” May 5, 2008) students in the lower spectrum of the range felt the grades

they received during the term could not have landed them

their final grade. The college’s decision to grant Pass/Fail

credit seems to be the most pleasing, giving some students

the option simply to receive credit without the grade, and

other more fortunate students the option to keep the grade

given by Venkatesan.



Gays Almost Protest the

Blood Drive

	

Gay students nearly protested the Red Cross’s recent

blood drive because of FDA regulations that prohibit homosexuals from donating blood. Gay men are sixty times

more likely to have HIV than heterosexual men. But hey, if

the forward march of political correctness has to put more

innocent people in the path of HIV, then that’s what we

have to do. That’s progress, after all.



That Diet Looks Fat on

You, Seriously

	

In a nation riddled with obesity and horrible eating

habits, one student community at Dartmouth has found

the answer: protest dieting.

	

International No Diet Day encourages students



“You’re the first man I’ve ever touched.”

to—what else—acknowledge their own inner perfection…despite how they look on the outside. For one day

students dismiss dieting as “dangerous” and “ineffective,”

taking the fork back up for some glorious, pie-filled romp.

The Eating Disorder Peer Advisors (EDPAs) and College

Health Services organized Dartmouth’s annual No Diet Day

in Collis Common Ground last Monday to “raise awareness

about the adverse effects of dieting.”

	

Kari Jo Grant, the Coordinator for Health Education,

who oversees the EDPAs, commented that Dartmouth

“intend[s] to make people aware of the dangers of dieting.”

Finally, the truth: “You discover you don’t need to diet

because it can be harmful to you.”

	

Instead, pick up a chocolate bar in one hand and a donut

in the other. Go crazy. And when you’re done, when you

just can’t quite stuff anymore down that cholesterol-coated

throat, then—and only then—can you can finally bask in the

fulfillment of your duty to yourself. Mission Accomplished.

Pat yourself on the back: you are beautiful in every single

way, and Christina Aguilera isn’t the only one to think

so—Ms. Grant is right there too!

	

The event included various exhibits meant to dispel

the “myths” surrounding improper dieting. A documentary,

“Dieting: At War With Our Bodies,” was played throughout.

Grant commented, “The documentary describes people’s

struggles with dieting in the past. It also details the psychology

behind dieting, why it doesn’t work and why it isn’t effective.” The kicker: anyone who attended the event had the

choice of pledging not to diet…for the remainder of that

day. The Review is curious: what exactly does not dieting

mean? Making sure to overeat? Judging from the array of

unhealthy food items offered at the event, this is the only

thing we at the Review can assume—although, we did spot

some diet coke floating around!



	

In the end, we can comfort ourselves with the knowledge that the social stigmas surrounding eating disorders

have finally been vanquished from Dartmouth. Campus

self-esteem? Now restored. Anorexics’ self-esteem? Still in

shambles. Everyone else? Back to the fro-yo machine, as you

were. In the meantime, for those interested, The Dartmouth

Review is preparing our annual “Solidarity against Fat Day.”

The event brings awareness to those oppresive encounters

with girlfriends or best-friends in which they ask, “does

this [insert inconsequential item of clothing] make me look

fat?” We will celebrate this day by offering carrots to said

girlfriends and best-friends—one carrot for each time we’ve

lied.



Sounds, Drugs, Feelings

	

Dartmouth linguistics professor Lewis Glinert recently

submitted the new development in cancer research to the

Dartmouth community. His paper, “Chemotherapy as

language: Sound symbolism in cancer medication names,”

claims prominent chemotherapy drugs are named in a way

that convinces patients they are less damaging and harsh.

	

Gilnert explains as follows: “In daily life, we are constantly bombarded by very carefully orchestrated sound

effects. We want doctors and patients to be aware of this,

and while the people regulating our drugs in the FDA do not

generally concern themselves with the more subtle sound

effects that we are talking about, we think they should be

aware of it too.”

	

The paper describes how high frequencies of “harder”

sounds like ‘k,’ ‘p,’ and ‘t’ and low occurrences of “softer”

sounds like ‘g,’ characterize drug titles. This, apparently, tells

the patient that the drugs will be effective quickly—while in
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	 The Week in Review

reality they require long, difficult treatments. Who knew.

[Insert hidden agenda here: those nefarious drug companies and their insidious lies just don’t know where to stop].

Back to the week piece: “As opposed to the ‘g’ sound, the

vocal chords are not vibrating with the harder, ‘voiceless’

sounds such as ‘k,’” Glinert says. “We hypothesize that the

‘g’ sound suggests slowness or heaviness...There is very little

awareness in the medical world about how much language

affects health outcomes,” Glinert continues. “One day maybe

medical schools will offer serious communications skills to

doctors, but that’s a subject that is still in its infancy.”

	

Gilnert’s office has reportedly been flooded with

hand-written ‘Thank You’ notes, suggesting cancer patients

and their families everywhere are deeply indebted to this

monumental discovery.

	

Now if only the PATRIOT Act could be renamed

something more reassuring.



Shippenberg University

Suppresses Speech

	

Shippenburg University has a history of playing fast-andloose with the First Amendment, particularly its freedom of

speech clause. In 2004, a settlement was reached after the

U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania

issued a preliminary injunction against the university, ordering the administration not to enforce parts of the speech

code deemed unconstitutional. Now the school has opted

to disregard both this agreement and the Constitution once

again, by reintroducing language into their speech policy

forbidding any language that might “harass or help create

conditions that support the harassment of another person,”

“verbal comments…which are unwelcome,” and behavior

“that creates a hostile environment as perceived by the

victim.”

	

The public school has encountered this new round of

legal trouble because it told a Christian organization how

to apportion leadership positions regardless of the group’s

religious inclinations. The school expelled students in charge

of the group because the group wanted to reserve a majority of the leadership for men. Shippenburg has repeatedly

declared that its students are “encouraged to engage in



sustained, critical, and independent search for knowledge”;

this just happens to mean outlawing “emotional abuse” and

mandating that the university’s positions “will be mirrored

in [the students’] attitudes and behaviors.” After all, what

else is higher education for if not the selective prescription

and proscription of “free speech?” Perhaps they can supply

the boots that will stamp on the faces belonging to the rest

of us.



Green ‘08 Successfully

Pushes for Transparency

	

Student Assembly ex-President Travis Green ’08

presided over a fairly calm campus during his tenure. He

successfully steered the Assembly away from controversies

that SA had little to do with—the Beta or Trustee controversies, for example. Apparently all was not quiet on the

SA front, however. Green successfully negotiated with the

administration regarding the release of the College’s biannual Senior Survey.

	

Only the most recent survey, conducted in 2006, has

been released so far, but already some striking themes have

emerged, most of which will be no secret to Dartmouth

students. The area that the College struggles with most is

advising, both pre-major and major. Perhaps the Daniel

Webster Program has come at the right time (see TDR

4/6/08).

	

Graduating students rank the school most highly in the

abroad programs and general faculty availability. Perhaps

the most surprising statistic considering the recent uproar

about social spaces was how many people considered

Dartmouth’s social scene one of its best aspects: it came

behind only extra-curricular activities in Campus Life.

	

Both Green and the administration should be applauded

for this step toward greater transparency. We encourage

you to read the report for yourself; it can be found at http://

dartlog.net/2008/05/more-transparency-on-way.php.



Harvard and not Harvard

	



Manhattan Media recently acquired 02138, a “Vanity



Fair for Harvard alums.” The quarterly magazine has profiled

such luminaries as the freshly famous Eliot Spitzer, among

others. The magazine announced the Harvard 100 upon

its founding less than two years ago, sending each honoree

a complimentary bottle of scotch. They know how to treat

their own, and apparently how to spot them too. This is

from the inaugural issue: “We realized that we had started

dividing everyone we met, read about, saw on TV, and heard

about at dinner parties into two categories, ‘Harvard’ and

‘not Harvard.’” Now, if only they knew how to hang out,

they could put that scotch to good use. Manhattan Media

plans to increase production to six issues per year, two more

issues than the folks down in Cambridge had previously

blessed us with. Our reaction? Heightened indifference.



Gays and Blacks Unite to

Fight Evil

	

Hoping to stimulate communications between the gay

and black communities at Dartmouth, music professor Steve

Swayne talked at Cutter-Shabazz during PRIDE week about

his experiences as a gay, black, religious man. During his

presentation, titled “Invisible Identities: Exploring Race and

Sexuality,” Swayne spoke about how gay and black communities should not oppose each other, striving to have their

voices heard in the greater community. Swayne suggested

each group try to understand the other. Student reactions

to Swayne’s suggestions were positive, with many students

agreeing he addressed the correct issues: an admittedly hard

bar to get over when he chose the presentation himself.

	

The event, organized by the Office of Black Student

Advising, the Afro-American Society and the organizers of

PRIDE week, was a collaborative attempt to bridge relationship between black and gay students. When we asked

participants of PRIDE week if this “relationship” between

the black and gay student groups on campus was homosexual

or heterosexual, one participant responded “that’s what she

said.” Professor Swayne’s presentation was typical of the

many others put on during PRIDE week, a week promoting

gay awareness among students.

	

PRIDE week ended with the perfect flourish: a dance

party at Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. Where else?



	 Venkatesan’s Thesis: Sound and Fury

	

It is a feat unto itself that she was able to get her thesis Shakespeare’s play Macbeth is trying to do away with the

proposal past professors, as its very content is of seriously father by way of the female. To further her point, she

	

Professor Priya Venkatesan, tucked away in her re- questionable academic value. In her undergraduate literary conveniently uses another term, “fraternity,” to describe

search position at Northwestern, is now, quite infamously, opus she attempts to prove that Montaigne and Shakespeare the process by which young men “demystify” the patriarsuing students at Dartmouth College on vague personal were attempting to disparage the “tyrannical” structure of chy while undermining femininity and feminine sexuality.

harassment charges. If you have not read her rambling the patriarchy, but in doing so,

interview that was published in the last issue of The she ended up reinforcing exists. Venkatesan simply offers seventy-odd pages of angry

Dartmouth Review, I highly recommend referring to it ing misogynistic stereotypes.

before reading this article.

Though it is well known that

academic rigmarole that accomplishes next to nothing.

	

Over a decade before she taught at Dartmouth, Priya theses often discuss inane or

Venkatesan was an undergraduate at this beloved institu- insignificant topics, particularly in such a well-trodden field After all, what’s a good hard-line feminist thesis without a

tion; Ms. Venkatesan graduated from the College in 1990 as comparative literature, the question that kept arising for little frat-bashing?

Yet, it is apparent that Ms. Venkatesan is confronted

as a comparative literature major. It was only a matter me was simply, “Why?” Why was the thesis created? Why 	

of time before one of the self-proclaimed “post-modern” was it approved by the comparative literature department? with a moral paradox throughout her thesis. She is no

feminists sowed during the Freedman/McLaughlin years Why was Ms. Vankatesan able to pursue a Ph.D. in litera- doubt in favor of the downfall of the ever-evil patriarchy,

was finally hired by Dartmouth College. Though the Re- ture? The thesis does not tread new ground, nor really any but strongly against the promulgation of degrading stereotypes towards women. The result is an angry thesis, where

view is always wary of the potential damages these liberal ground for that matter.

fanatics can cause the College, it seems the administration 	

Ms. Venkatesan simply offers seventy-odd pages of angry it is apparent that Ms. Venkatesan is never satisfied with

was blissfully unaware until this recent debacle.

academic rigmarole that accomplishes next to nothing. Over either Montaigne or Shakespeare for what they write in

and over again she attempts to cover their respective works. She makes sure to point out that

f only someone in the College had had the presence of mind the stench of a bad idea with a heap- there was “no renaissance for women” and ends her thesis

ing of flowery, self-defeating diction. in a state of loathing for all things masculine.

to read Ms. Venkatesan’s thesis, he might have been able Her very first line exemplifies the 	 What, if anything, can be garnered from her thesis?

problems with her thesis, “The Though the text contains very little in the way of groundto bypass the hiring of this unstable Writing 5 teacher.

Renaissance is a period character- breaking literary theory, the thesis itself should be used as

ized by many scholars as a critique a forewarning to colleges across the country. After reading

	

If only someone in the College had had the presence

of medieval and religious scholaticism [sic] that concerned this thesis, it is quite obvious that Ms. Venkatesan is not

of mind to read Ms. Venkatesan’s thesis, he might have

itself with the study and revision of certain aspects of ancient the type of teacher one wants in a hallowed college like

been able to bypass the hiring of this unstable Writing 5

civilization in the realm of art, literature, law, historiography, Dartmouth.

teacher. In her senior year of 1989-1990, Ms. Venkatesan

Even though she padded her educational qualifications

and political theory.” Phew. Despite her obvious attempt 	

wrote an Honors Thesis entitled “Montaigne and Macbeth:

to create a florid opening line in academia-speak to “wow” over the years (as she lets everyone know), the person she

Rebellion, Gender and Patriarchy in the Renaissance.”

the reader with her erudition, she ends up faltering with a is now is not too different from the person who penned

After reading this document, it comes as no surprise that

grave typographical error in “scholaticism.” Alas, this type this thesis eighteen years ago. This is a confused, insethis alumna is causing so much trouble almost two decades

cure, and angry thesis, one that accomplishes little and

of flaw runs rampant throughout her thesis. 	

later.

	

Much of Ms. Venkatesan’s writing focuses ad nauseam speaks volumes about her state of mind. To those in the

on the “rhetoric of the son,” a phrase of her creation which Dartmouth administration: make sure to read up on the

	

Mr. Sager is a junior at the College and President of

she upholds encompasses both the anti-patriarch and the people you’re hiring, particularly when the material is right

The Dartmouth Review.

n

anti-woman. The “son” in both Montaigne’s essays and at your doorstep.

Weston R. Sager
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	 The History of Greek Key Weekend

	

Editor’s Note: Presented here is a history of Greek Key

weekend, required reading for any socially literate or historically conscious Dartmouth student. Joseph Rago ‘05 made

the most recent, extensive updates, and added other relevant

information, much of it drawn from primary sources and

personal accounts. All images appear courtesy of Dartmouth

College Library.

	

In a 1951 column in the Boston Globe, Bill Cunningham

’20 wrote: “It may come as a surprise to modern prom hoppers that [the original] Green Key Weekend had nothing

to do with their sort of business. Instead of soft lights, hot

music, and gentle dabbles in romance, it came straight out

of the he-man’s world of blood, sweat, and leather.”

	

The origins of the modern Greek Key celebration can

be traced to 1899. The class of 1900 put together House

Parties Weekend, a four-day celebration at the end of May

that featured sporting events and parties and culminated

in a Junior Prom on Saturday night. During the Weekend,

the upper-classmen invited dates from area colleges, whose

names were printed in the Daily Dartmouth on the Monday

following.



—Freshmen await the Gauntlet in 1958—

	

Over the weekend, the women would reside in the fraternity houses while the brothers found lodging elsewhere.

The administration required each house to hire chaperones

to guard against lewd and lascivious behavior. Thus began

the tradition of ‘Sneaks,’ whereby Dartmouth men would

try to slip past the schoolmarms and matrons guarding the

upstairs in small hours of the morning. The most enterpris-



ing would often employ creative measures to sneak to the Woosh, a visiting woman who rode around the Green on

upper levels of the houses to rendez-vous with their best a bicycle bereft of the traditional prom attire, or any other

gals.

attire, following copious drinking. While students, no doubt,

	

During House Parties Weekend, the freshmen were not enjoyed the scene, the administration was not amused.

allowed to participate in the festivities and were barricaded 	

The Junior Prom did not return to Dartmouth for aninside the dining hall. Clearly, the freshmen took the brunt other five years. There is no indication that anything else

of the abuse at the College in those days. First, they were filled the void during the heart of the Roaring Twenties, but

required to wear freshmen caps, floppy beanies that Clifford during this time, unrelated events transpired which would

B. Orr ’22, in a memoir of his freshman year, described as allow for the return of this festive May weekend.

“absolutely the brightest green as you can imagine. They 	

In 1921, the Dartmouth football team left for Seattle to

are the same color green as cerise is of red.” The embryonic play the University of Washington. The Dartmouth team was

Green Key marked the first weekend that the freshmen were greeted at the station by uniformed Washington students who

allowed to remove the caps in public—though not before took charge of baggage, bought refreshments, and served

considerable ordeal first.

as guides. Until then, it had been a tradition of Dartmouth

	

The week leading up to House Parties Weekend was students to view visiting athletic teams with hostility. The

known as “running season,” when every freshman was re- warm welcome in Washington inspired the formation of a

quired to run out of sight when ordered to do so by an up- similar organization at Dartmouth, and, on May 16, 1921,

perclassman. Orr remembered that the campus was “covered the Green Key was born as a sophomore honor society.

by bobbing green caps of disappearing freshmen.” They were 	

The society underwent dramatic structural revialso required to rouse the sophomores in the morning, and sion over the next few years, both in terms of the way it

to run errands for the seniors during the afternoons.

selected its members and in its function. Initially, it had

	

The freshmen photograph for the Aegis was always three aims—entertaining representatives of other institustaged in the days leading up to the

weekend, and the sophomore class

traditionally took it upon themselves

to kidnap as many of the freshman as

possible so as to disrupt its taking. Marauding bands of sophomores would

prowl about campus, brandishing

clubs and the butt-ends of revolvers,

in search of prey. When a first-year

was spotted, they would give chase

and seize him; captured freshmen

were tossed into the cellar of the

ramshackle Phi Sigma Kappa barn. In

Orr’s experience, “Sixty captives were

there, tied hand and foot, and strewn

on the floor. We were thrown down

among them, and you can believe that

we passed a wretched night, with the

cold winds howling through the shattered windows, and shrieking through the

—Students gathering for the 2002 Block Party—

cracks along the damp floor.” Orr went on

to describe his harrowing escape and grueling trek back to tions, acting as freshman rule enforcement committee, and

campus. “It has surely been a grand and exciting time,” he selecting from its ranks the head cheerleader and the head

continued, “and if the whole class doesn’t come down with usher of the College. Only the first of these aims remains

typhoid fever from drinking streams… we shall consider today. About two years after its inception, the society voted

to turn its ‘vigilante function’—forcing freshmen to wear

ourselves lucky. Thank Heaven, though, it’s over.”

	

Of course, it wasn’t. At sun down, a bugle would sound their caps—over to the sophomores. In time, the function

and all four classes would gather at the Senior Fence. Led of selecting the head usher and cheerleader was turned over

by the band, they would assemble into columns (the fresh- to various College departments.

In 1927, at the faculty’s request, society members wore

men last) and march up the College Hill to the Old Pine, 	

their

uniforms of white trousers, green sweaters, and green

where elite juniors would be inducted into the Palaeopitus

caps

with

the key emblem during freshman week to help

senior society. A parade across campus would follow, which

terminated at the center of green, where a huge keg was clueless frosh find their way around the College. To meet

waiting. In the days of Daniel Webster, the cask was filled the expenses of entertaining visiting teams, the society

with old New England rum; in later days, it was filled only

with lemonade. Palaeopitus would advance and drink, followed by the seniors, then the juniors. By this point, the fluid

would be running low, and the Rush would begin. At the

crack of a pistol the sophomore and junior classes, laying in

wait on opposite sides of the Green, would charge towards

the keg and attempt to pull it back towards their respective

sides. Pandemonium would always ensue—several freshmen

usually ended up unconscious.

	

Orr remembered, “If you have never been in a rush,

you do not know the feeling of endless pushing, panting,

struggling, slipping, fearing every moment that you will be

the next to disappear under the feet of the six or seven mad

youths and be trampled.” Before the Prom, a final tradition would take place—the Gauntlet. The upperclassmen

would line up diagonally across the Green. The freshmen

would run between them while being beaten and flogged

with sticks and the sting of belt leather. (Serious injuries

would often result from seniors turning their belts around

and whipping with the buckles.) Still, the freshmen took

the Gauntlet in good spirits. For Orr’s class, “nothing very

serious happened”—just “gashed and bleeding faces” and

“two arms out of joint and a broken collar-bone, nothing

more.” Finally, the festivities ended with the ceremonial

—Hums performed at the foot of Dartmouth Hall.—

burning of the freshman caps.

	

Of course, the upperclassmen continued to revel at the

Green Key prom all the while. The tradition continued until sponsored an annual fundraiser. In 1929, this became the

1924 when the faculty and administration decided to cancel Green Key Spring Prom. The party had returned.

The administration felt that the weekend would be betit because of “alleged misconduct and rather wild behavior 	

in the previous years.” It is generally believed that the ban ter organized and take on an air of civility if the Green Key

on the prom resulted from an incident involving Lulu Mc- Society oversaw the activities. In 1931, the College banned
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Sneaks, Running Season, and Hums



—The chariot races: a faded tradition—

fraternity house parties because of frequent occurrences of

what it called “disorderly conduct.” President Hopkins, at

one point, threatened to ban Green Key festivities, writing in

a letter to Inter-Fraternity Council president Albert Bidney

‘35 that “the Green Key Promenade cannot be held unless

definite assurances can be made that propriety will attend

it.”

	

Still, Green Key Weekend took on epic proportions. It

became the font from which Dartmouth alums drew their

most fantastic stories of life at Dartmouth. The Boston Herald

and the New York Times carried accounts of the weekend

and published a guest list of the largest yearly party in the

Ivy League. The list was no small undertaking, consider-



A



t the behest of Director of Student

Activities Linda Kennedy, the College

officially dubbed Green Key ‘Helldorado’

in 1994. . . . Students could enjoy a petting

zoo, human gyroscope, moon bounce and

a magician.



—Passing out: a not so faded tradition—

reported by Playboy magazine to be the best party of the

year. Eventually, though, the tradition fell by the wayside.

	

Gradually, the Gauntlet, too—for whatever reasons—

faded away, though the ingrained traditions of ritualized

beatings proved harder to stamp out. During the ‘Wetdowns,’

newly-elected student government representatives would be

pelted with vegetables, food, and debris as they ran across the

Green. During the 1960s, a tradition of chariot-racing took

root. The fraternities would construct unsteady and unbalanced chariots, which new and intoxicated pledges would

haul around a track on the Green while being assailed by

eggs, condiments, flour, rotting vegetables, sacks of potatoes,

beer cans, and other rubbish. The race ended when all the

chariots were demolished. Eventually the administration

forced the races off the Green and to a large field near the

river. When the event finally became too violent near the

end of the eighties, the Chariot races came grinding to a

halt.

	

Green Key has traditionally had no theme—simply a

weekend to take College holiday for no reason. Only once

in its illustrious history has it had one, and it was an unmitigated disaster. At the behest of Director of Student Activities

Linda Kennedy, the College officially dubbed Green Key



—Charioteers bombarded with flour in the mid-1980s—

‘Helldorado’ in 1994. The tag honored the Swinging Steaks,

a band the Programming Board had hired to play in the

center of Green. Students could also enjoy a petting zoo,

human gyroscope, moon-bounce, and a magician. Needless

to say, there was no theme the following year.

	

Today, though the most outlandish and violent traditions

of Green Key have faded into obscurity, the spirit of the

weekend lives on. Though the weekend is devoted to little

more than revelry, partying, and hanging out, it has been

reinvigorated over the past few years. The idea of Green

Key has evolved into a celebration of spring for the campus;

a great excuse for students and alums alike to enjoy both

the fair weather and smooth beers. A staple of Green Key

since it began in the early nineties, despite a short interruption earlier in the decade, Phi Delta Alpha’s Block Party

on Friday enlivens Webster Ave and sets the pace for the

weekend’s festivities. Alpha Delta’s Lawn Party provides

in that same strain an opportunity for daylight inebriation,

despite the best efforts of Hanover’s finest.

	

As Clifford Orr wrote in May 1918, “These are happy

days. The evenings are so warm and so perfectly delightful

that we do our best to get our studying done in the afternoons

that we might [hang out] well before dark.” 	

n



ing that thousands of women from all over the Northeast

made the pilgrimage to Dartmouth. The fraternities took

on the enviable task of housing this flood of eager women.

The Green Key Ball was forcibly brought to an end in 1967

after rioting broke out.

	

Drinking, then as now, was always an integral part of

the festivities. Green Key provided the occasion for one

Judson Hale’s most famous anecdotes. Hale was a member

of the class of ’55 and the storied editor of Yankee magazine;

he was expelled from the College after vomiting Whiskey

Sours on Dean Joseph McDonald and his wife during a

performance of the ‘Hums.’

	

Hums, according to Orr, was a “Dartmouth tradition,

old as the College, I guess.” Each fraternity would compose

a tune and perform it for the College at large, to be judged

by the music department and other administrators. Hums

became a bone of contention as the years passed by and the

songs became racier and filthier. The administration gradually became less and less tolerant of these amusing tunes,

and eventually began censoring them once the College went

co-ed. In 1979 Real Hums, sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity Council, was introduced, free from the College’s red

pen. Real Hums caught on for a while and was even once



—Lawn Parties: a Green Key Staple. The two pictures on the left are from AD, Phi Delt’s are on the right—
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	 TDR Symposium: 1891 Agreement

	

The same is true with respect to a longer-term view of

Dartmouth. The College’s mission is to educate individuals such as yourself, in and outside the classroom, who will

then leverage your talents and that education, as the next

generation of societal leaders. Who better to assess how

Dartmouth is doing in that regard than prior products of

that educational system? I have seen how the strengths

of Dartmouth helped me, and its weaknesses did not. By

staying in touch with the College and current students (five

Frank Gado ’58: Second Vice-President, AoA

percent of all living alumni live within fifty miles of campus),

I can observe how those strengths have grown, or weakened,

	

If my exhaustive research through the archives in Rauner

and how formerly-weak areas have improved, or remain

had failed to convince me that two decades of tense struggle

to be addressed. Believe me that while my experience at

and negotiation had culminated in a contractual agreement

Dartmouth was incredible, it is not one I wish to force on

between the Association of Alumni and Dartmouth’s Board,

you or someone else twenty years from now.

I would not have voted to file the lawsuit to prevent violation

	

This is not to say I am personally mister know-it-all. But

of that contract, and I would not have accepted the role of Tim Dreisbach ’71: AoA Exec. Committee Member there are 70,000 alumni whose insights collectively are of

the Executive Committee’s legal liaison in the conduct of

incredible value. And this is not to even say that the alumni

the case.

Editor’s note: For his contribution to the symposium, Mr. body is always right. Far from it. But it is the only group

	

Through 1890 and into early 1891, virtually everyone Dreisbach ’71 submitted the e-mail below. In this e-mail, he who does not have a personal conflict of interest in trying

had concluded that an increase in the ratio of alumni-elected is responding to Dartmouth senior Dan Dittrick ‘08, who to decide what is best for the College overall. Dartmouth

trustees was desirable and necessary to obtain the alumni has a letter published on the Dartmouth Undying website. faculty are incredible, and most are devoted to their work.

funding that would save the College. At one point, the trustee Dartmouth Undying is a group that opposes the lawsuit But at times they must make trade-offs with career interests.

governance committee offered four of the ten non ex officio about the 1891 Agreement, and opposes the petition slate Ditto staff people who are employees of the institution.

seats. The alumni rejected the offer as unsatisfactory, and for the Association of Alumni election. In his letter, Dittrick Even students and parents of current students (I was one of

the powerful Boston alumni group countered with a plan ’08 writes, “The Association has already done more harm these also) have potential conflicts, as what is beneficial in

calling for all ten seats to be elected. Finally, both sides than good in affecting my Dartmouth experience, and I the immediate term may not be the best course of action for

agreed on five seats each, which, given their firm belief that do not appreciate being included among those who need the long term. Only alumni operate without the pressures

the Charter could not be altered, would ensure permanent to be given an explanation by them of what is happening of such conflicts (unless they are hoping their legacies will

parity.

at Dartmouth. I need an explanation of why it is that they be admitted).

	

The movement for a consequential alumni voice on the feel that it is the Association’s prerogative to have a say in 	

Even with all this, it is still not the job of alumni to run

Board of Trustees was not unique to Dartmouth. Many of things that affect my education.”

the place. But given these arguments, it is my opinion that

the leading colleges in the Northeast experienced similar

alumni should have a role in governance, deciding who the

demands from the middle to the end of the nineteenth 	

I just read your thoughtful letter on the Dartmouth deciders will be. I trust 70,000 thoughtful alums to do at

century. (To a notable degree, Dartmouth followed most Undying website. First let me apologize that you did not least as good a job to choose trustee nominees, via an open

closely the example set by Williams.) But Dartmouth alumni receive a personal reply to your letter to the Association last election process wherein important challenges are open

had the greatest leverage, and they used it most effectively. October. You mention several, but I can only find one in the for discussion in the Dartmouth community. As much as

Surely not coincidentally, once the reform was enacted dartaoa e-mail box and apparently I did not receive a copy five appointed members of the governance committee pick

and Dartmouth installed a new president, William Jewett that you also sent to the Association mailbox monitored by nominees secretly behind closed doors. For that reason, I

Tucker, who recognized the value of collaboration and co- the College’s Alumni Relations office. I can provide several want to see parity maintained in the selection process. And

operation with alumni, the school that had been tottering semi-legitimate reasons for not responding, but do not want I question why those who want to eliminate it are so afraid

on the precipice began a rapid ascent in quality, prestige, to be making excuses.

of it!

and financial stability.

	 You wrote a letter of support to Dartmouth Undy	

Should Dartmouth abandon parity? To do so

ing. Please ask them why their web page states that

would be a reckless change of a system that has not

pponents of parity speak of “hidden agendas” and I and five of my peers on the Association Executive

only worked well for us but is being considered

imply that we seek to regress to a golden age that Committee supported involvement of the NH legby other colleges and universities as an improveislature [the bill was designed to end Dartmouth’s

ment on their current governance. Liberal as well never was. I’m surprised that they have yet to spot black control of its charter]? Only one person did. Othas conservative think-tanks have begun to argue helicopters menacing this Peaceable Kingdom. This is ers of us did not, and we still disagree with that

that alumni involvement may be the only hope

Ask Undying why they claim we have not

nonsense, of course. My objective is to protect the rights effort.

for rescuing a system that is beginning to fail in

revealed the source of the lawsuit funding, when it

of all alumni—regardless of their political orientation or was discussed and disclosed in our public minutes.

its purpose.

	

Proponents of the board-packing plan try convictions—to participate in a democratic process.

We are the first Association administration to take

to portray the current struggle as a war of politithe recording and publication of minutes seriously.

cal ideology. They brand us “conservatives,” as

What is the motivation for such false accusations?

Let me jump right to the heart of the matter: your 	

though that were a term of opprobrium, alien to American 	

The lawsuit was painful to vote for. Ask the people at

life, implying nefarious designs. They speak of “hidden statement, “I need an explanation of why it is that they feel Dartmouth Undying to explain why there was not more diaagendas” and imply that we seek to regress to a golden age that it is the Association’s prerogative to have a say in things logue between the trustees and the Association to prevent it

that never was. I’m surprised that they have yet to spot that affect my education.”

from happening, as documented here: http://dartmouthaoa.

Let me begin by first stating that it is not the job of blogspot.com/2008/05/association-issues-election-camblack helicopters menacing this Peaceable Kingdom. This 	

is nonsense, of course. My objective is to protect the rights alumni to define the curriculum. That belongs to the faculty. paign.html.

of all alumni—regardless of their political orientation or It is not the job of alumni to define the broader “Dartmouth 	

But most importantly, please ask yourself if you believe

convictions—to participate in a democratic process. I believe experience.” That is done first and foremost by students that on June 8, your insight into the Dartmouth experience

in free debate and democracy. It is worth all the expense themselves, as supported by the administration and staff. It will suddenly have less value. My guess is that you will find

is not the job of alumni to manage the staff, as that is done your opinions actually grow and are more refined with time

and tumult that have been required to save it.

by the President of the College, reporting to the Board. It and reflection.

is not the job of alumni to provide direction as set by the

Board.

Rick Routhier ’73: Ex-President, Alumni Council

Best,

	

But alumni do care greatly about Dartmouth, are its Tim Dreisbach ‘71 P’00

	

I cannot comment on the question of whether the 1891 principal benefactors, and add value beyond money because

Agreement is contractual. I also don’t think that is the key of the insights gained during their own years here. This is P.S. Congrats also on the skating title. You and the team

issue alumni should be debating. Rather, Dartmouth alumni not an argument to turn the clock back. But those insights have represented Dartmouth well for many years, and can

should ask themselves what board composition makes for are instructive.

take great pride in that.

	

You wrote eloquently about the DOC’s Freshman Trips

the best governance of the College.

	

I subscribe strongly to the simple principle that the (and I chuckled that you called them that when I have been P.P.S. Feel free to share this email as you wish.

Board, and thus the College, is best served by a board made told the proper term is now First-Year Trips). I had the

up of a wide range of alumni voices. We live in a rapidly honor and invaluable experience of being the Director of

changing world with global competition for the best students, all Trips my senior year, and I share your thoughts on how

Joseph Asch ‘79

for the best faculty, and for the resources necessary to sup- special they are. Imagine if five years from now, a new group

port them. The Board needs to ensure that its membership of Student Assembly leaders beyond the DOC director- 	

The 1891 Agreement is just one of the checks on the

can bring perspectives and depth in a wide range of areas, ate combined with Parkhurst administrators and said the power of Dartmouth’s President that have served the Coland that trustees come from a broad and diverse range of Dartmouth experience can be improved if we reduce the lege well for more than a century.

political beliefs, professional backgrounds, and life experi- participants on Trips and encourage more incoming fresh- 	

However, if Jim Wright’s presidency is to be rememmen to participate in on-campus encounter groups instead. bered for anything, it will be for Wright’s multi-pronged

ences.

	

It has become clear that the alumni trustee election This might very well deserve discussion, but would you as efforts—after seeing his Student Life Initiative rebuffed—to

process in and of itself is not able to ensure this kind of a recent graduate not have something to contribute to the concentrate power in his own hands and reduce the infludiversity. Recent politicization of elections have made the mix of ideas?

ence of other stakeholders over the College.

	

Editor’s Note: In light of recent debates about boardparity and the 1891 Agreement, The Dartmouth Review has

asked several alumni leaders to contribute their thoughts to

our symposium on the 1891 Agreement. We contacted an

equal number of leaders from both sides of the issue, and

the ones who responded appear in the symposium below.

The question we asked is as follows: Is the 1891 Agreement

contractual? If not, should it be honored anyway?



O



problem even more difficult.

	

For an institution of the complexity and scale of

Dartmouth, its Board has also been small. To accommodate

more expertise in different areas and more diversity of view,

it needs to grow. Yet it also cannot become so large that a

small ‘executive’ committee becomes dominant. A Board of

twenty-four trustees, all of whom are alumni, allows for the

diversity that the Board needs. It is a size that allows each

trustee to have a voice. Having eight ‘elected’ trustees also

ensures a constant flow of new voices onto the Board that

can represent the voting alumni constituency.

	

Dartmouth is best served with the governance changes

the Board has voted to adopt. If it means changing an arrangement crafted in 1891, so be it.
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	 Honoring it or Scraping it?

	

The 1819 Dartmouth College case affirmed that neither

the College nor the legislature could unilaterally change

Dartmouth’s Charter. This balance ended in 2003. In that

year, after intensive lobbying by the College, the New Hampshire legislature voluntarily relinquished its centuries-old

veto power over any changes to the Charter.

	

In December of the same year, a push to absorb the

popularly elected Association of Alumni into the unelected

Alumni Council was defeated by only a handful of votes.

	

During this time frame, Wright went to work filling the

Board of Trustees with supporters. He could do so because

he sits on the Board’s five-person Governance Committee,

in clear contravention of the Principles of Governance of

Nonprofit Corporations promulgated by The International

Journal of Not-for-Profit Law.

	

This “board within a board” chooses the Board’s charter trustees on its own, and one can expect that Wright is

primus inter pares in this small group. After all, a review

of the charter trustees shows that they are all donors that

Wright has been able to vet during years of fundraising.

	

As well, many of the Trustees are professional investors,

and a good number of them manage a portion of the College’s

endowment, further ensuring their loyalty to Wright.

	

Finally, on Wright’s Board, no charter or alumni trustees, other than petition trustees Todd Zywicki and Stephen

Smith, have any meaningful experience inside institutions

of higher education.

	

One can legitimately ask how trustees who were well

known to Wright, who were chosen by him, who count the

College as a client, and who don’t understand the world of

higher education, can be expected to oversee Dartmouth’s

President with objectivity and rigor?

	

In fact, given these characteristics, it is easy to understand

why Trustee T.J. Rodgers described the role of Dartmouth’s

trustees as “ceremonial” to the Wall Street Journal.

	

Inside the College, Wright has staffed most senior

administrative positions with longtime loyalists. The Dean

of the Faculty, the Provost, the Director of Admissions, the

Director of Athletics, and the Dean of Student Life have

all been in Hanover for decades.

	

The role of the faculty in governance has been severely

limited. Many faculty meetings don’t achieve a quorum, and

discussions at meetings are thoroughly scripted by Parkhurst.

As a result, most faculty choose not to attend.

	

The capstone in Wright’s drive for control lay in last year’s

move to abrogate the 1891 Agreement and reduce alumni

influence on the Board. Had a majority of the Association

of Alumni Executive Committee not been resolute in bringing suit, and without the good sense of a New Hampshire

judge, Wright’s victory would have been complete.



Rick Silverman ’81: Alumni Council President

	

I will leave the contractual nature of the 1891 Agreement

to the experts in contract law. As for board composition,



W



e are not living in a perfect world. The

election process has become highly

politicized and incredibly polarized.

the essential issue is that Dartmouth have the best board

possible. Speaking as an individual alumnus rather than for

the Alumni Council, I’d point out that in a perfect world,

parity can be a good thing, and it served the College well

for over a hundred years. Of course, up until 1990, alumni

mostly had one candidate to consider during the nomination

process, and ‘elections’ were predominantly an affirmation

of that recommended, rigorously vetted nominee. Only

one petition candidate was elected in that first hundred

years, but in view of the desire to provide alumni with more

choice, the method of selection was altered. Those alterations, however, were made during a less politically charged

time.

	

Alas, we are not living in a perfect world, and the election

process has become highly politicized and incredibly polarized to the detriment of Dartmouth. Applying democratic

principles is great but requires a fully informed, fully engaged

electorate. We have neither. Less than thirty percent of

alumni vote in most elections. Information, whether accurate or inaccurate, is disseminated simply and rapidly,

especially since the advent of e-mail, thereby raising alarms

about things like the demise of Dartmouth as a “college”

in favor of a “research university.” In confronting issues at



the College, we need respect for divergent views and we

need to rebuild trust among alumni. I could favor a return

to parity once honesty, accuracy, and transparency can be

restored to the alumni trustee nomination process, with

the elimination of Washington-style political maneuvering,

and greater participation by alumni. I would favor a return

to parity, if this would result in a board composition which

provides the most effective stewardship to preserve the best

of what Dartmouth has to offer her students.



Todd Zywicki ‘88: Alumni Trustee

Editor’s note: When The Dartmouth Review contacted

Trustee Todd Zywicki ’88 about contributing to this symposium, Mr. Zywicki ‘88 referred the Review to his exchange

with Yale Professor Kate Stith-Cabranes ’73 on the matter.

Mr. Zywicki has kindly given the Review permission to

reproduce part of his response to Ms. Stith-Cabranes ’73

below. Mr. Zywicki notes that he wrote this analysis before

the lawsuit about the 1891 Agreement went into litigation;

in addition, the thoughts below reflect his own opinions,

and not necessarily those of his fellow trustees.

	

In a communication with alumni earlier this summer,

Chairman of the Board Ed Haldeman expressed his personal

opinion that Dartmouth’s alumni are “confused” about the

1891 Agreement that gave alumni the right to elect half of

the Dartmouth Board of Trustees.

	

In a column published in The Dartmouth entitled “Honoring the 1891 Agreement” [published August 3, 2007] I

expressed my own opinion: “And, in fact, it is an agreement,

it does contain ‘the concept of parity,’ and it does promise

alumni the right to elect half of the Board.”

	

In a recent essay, Trustee emeritus Kate Stith-Cabranes’73 provides her own commentary.

	

Professor Stith-Cabranes offers several arguments

to support her conclusion that the 1891 Agreement was

not a “contract.” Although as a trustee, I am constrained

from expressing my opinion publicly as to whether the

1891 Agreement is a “contract,” Professor Stith-Cabranes

manifestly has failed to demonstrate that it is not a contract.

Now follows one of the arguments Professor Stith-Cabranes

makes supporting her claim that the 1891 Agreement is not

contractual.

	

Professor Stith-Cabranes argues that there could be

no valid reliance interest by some or all alumni based on

the 1891 Agreement. She first argues that there could be

no reliance on the 1891 Agreement specifically because

it superseded a prior plan for alumni election of Trustees

that had been adopted in 1876. She then goes on to argue

that there never could be a valid reliance interest on any

Board resolution more generally, citing as an example the

decision of the Board to adopt a new resolution to become

coeducational, thereby reversing a previous board resolution, which might be thought to defeat the reliance interest

of some alumni. Although she seems to actually have the

applicable law correct here, on this issue her conclusions

appear to be based on a faulty or incomplete understanding

of the historical facts.

	

In 1876 the trustees, through President Smith, proposed

a plan for “Alumni Suffrage,” which was jointly adopted by

both the Board and the Association of Alumni. The 1876

plan provided for an attenuated form of alumni election of

three trustees, but immediately evolved into de facto direct

suffrage. This plan was superseded by the 1891 Agreement.

She takes this course of action as evidencing that the Board

has the power to transcend its own resolutions with impunity

and without regard to any reliance interests of third parties

that may have accrued, a principle which purportedly applies

to the 1891 Agreement as well.

	

But this inference is incorrect. Paragraph II.1st. of the

1876 plan specifically provided, “This arrangement may be

terminated by vote of either the Association or the Board, if

at any future time it shall be deemed desirable by either.”

Thus, the express language of the 1876 plan would defeat

any claim of reliance when that plan was superseded by the

1891 Agreement.

	

The 1891 Agreement, by contrast, is silent on the

matter of termination and reserves no power of unilateral

termination by either party. In contrast to the 1876 plan, this

silence indicates that the 1891 Agreement was intended to

be binding on both parties, and could be superseded only

by the joint agreement of both parties. In fact, Paragraph

3 of the jointly-adopted resolutions that comprise the 1891

Agreement expressly provides, “That this plan of nomination

shall be taken and held to supersede the plan heretofore



adopted in 1876.” Thus, this historical episode actually demonstrates that the Board and alumni of the time believed

that the 1891 Agreement could be superseded or amended

only by joint agreement—thereby proving the exact opposite

of Professor Stith-Cabranes’s proffered inference.

	

Thus, just as the language and structure of the 1876 plan

makes clear that both parties reserved a unilateral power

of termination, thereby invalidating any reliance claim, the

language and structure of 1891 Agreement is equally clear

that it was to be perpetual and binding on both parties unless the Board and the Association of Alumni decided by

mutual agreement to transcend the 1891 Agreement with

a new agreement. That the Board has for over a century

held itself out as acting in compliance with the 1891 Agreement and has induced good-faith reliance by Dartmouth’s

alumni on its actions further reinforces this understanding.

If Professor Stith-Cabranes has actually read the 1876 plan,

it is not clear why she ignores this crucial difference in the

plain language of the two documents.

	

The 1891 Agreement, unlike the 1876 plan, thus permits

amendment only by the joint agreement of both parties.



I



believe that the Board’s promise—legal

wrangling aside—is one that the Board

is honor-bound to keep and that keeping

this promise would in no way violate my

fiduciary duties to the College.

Today’s Association of Alumni has stated quite clearly that

it will oppose any attempts to “violate, restrict, abridge, or

dilute” the rights of alumni reached in the 1891 Agreement.

Unlike the collaborative process that resulted in the 1891

Agreement and the joint decision to supersede the earlier

pact, however, the Board this time has implied that it believes that it has the power to act unilaterally and impose

by fiat any decisions that it reaches.

	

Regardless of the legal technicalities involved, it is

absolutely clear that in 1891 Dartmouth’s Board promised

Dartmouth’s alumni the right to elect half of the Board of

Trustees and that this pact has served the College well for

over a century. As noted at the outset, even Professor StithCabranes seems to admit that the Board promised parity in

the 1891 Agreement; she argues only that the Board retained

the right to renege on that promise whenever it feels like

it.

	

I have taught Corporations Law for many years and

I am not aware of any doctrine that mandates that my

fiduciary duties as a Trustee require me to be bound only

by the bare minimum required by law. Other current and

former Trustees such as Professor Stith-Cabranes apparently disagree, and believe that Dartmouth’s Board should

be constrained by only the bare technical minimum that

may be required by contract law. If Board were to adopt

this radical doctrine that its fiduciary duties are defined

coterminously with the minimum duties imposed by law,

then Dartmouth will have to reevaluate its policies in many

areas where it imposes obligations on itself that exceed the

bare minimum required by law.

	

I disagree with this view and I believe that the Board’s

promise—legal wrangling aside—is one that the Board is

honor-bound to keep and that keeping this promise would

in no way violate my fiduciary duties to the College.

	

This principle applies to any action that would clearly

violate the 1891 Agreement, such as ending the tradition

of parity or tampering with the alumni’s power to control

their own elections. But it would also apply to any actions

that would violate the governance partnership that it creates

between alumni and the Board, such as adopting a twotiered Board with a small executive committee of loyalists

hand-picked by the College president and a larger group

of largely powerless “overseers.” Such a scheme would

violate the intent of the 1891 Agreement by effectively

empowering the College president to control the Board,

thereby emasculating the alumni’s independent voice in

College governance intended by the 1891 Agreement. The

Association of Alumni wisely rejected exactly such a toothless

scheme repeatedly during the nineteenth century, noting in

the Minutes of the 1891 AoA meeting, “[A] mere advisory

board with no rights, or the mere privilege of occasionally

making a nomination of a possible trustee, would be too

uncertain, contingent and remote a right, to excite and keep

up that clear, constant, active interest of the Alumni, which

is needed, and which it was the duty of your Committee to

secure, if possible.”
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